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Our Purpose, Vision, Mission And Values

Our purpose
To govern, promote and grow the sport in South Australia to benefit the
Dragon Boat community, represent and advocate Dragon Boating across
South Australia and Australia

Our vision
to have a state wide and national reputation for excellence in participation
and performance, delivered by sustainable member organisations

Our mission
to create opportunities and promote the sport of dragon boat racing and
foster dragon boat competition across South Australia

Our values
Inclusive, participation, collaborative, diversity, accountability, open and
transparent
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DBSA Board Attendance
13 Meetings held 2019/20
Outgoing President

Chris Kelley

Meetings
Attended
1/1

Incoming President

Peter Button

13/13

Outgoing Vice President – Female &
Secretary
Incoming Vice President – Female

Christine Wood
Maria Darby

10/13

Vice President – Male

Vi Duong

12/13

Outgoing Secretary

Meredith Peters

1/3

Incoming Secretary

Kat Reid

8/9

Treasurer

Jennifer Bould

13/13

Incoming Committee

Mick Cahill

11/12

Allison Bretones

11/12

Outgoing Committee

1/1

Tanya Mitchell

1/1

Jeremy Sanders

1/1

DBSA Board Members 2020/21

Officers
PUBLIC OFFICER

Marie Cunningham

AUDITOR

Terry & Nathan Caldow
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MEMBER CLUBS
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REVSPORT STATISTICS

2016/17
- 664

2018/19
- 678

2017/18
- 719

2019/20
- 733

2017/18
- 221
2018/19
- 136

2019/20
- 177
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REGISTRATIONS 2019/20
F

M

TOTAL

13-18

7

11

18

19-30

8

10

18

31-39

22

8

30

40-49

59

27

86

50-59

126

57

183

60+

293

105

398

TOTAL

464

168

733
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Registrations 2019/20 by gender

515 - 70.26%

218 - 29.74%
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COMMITTEES
Please note that Club committee members change throughout the year so the lists below may not be truly
representative of all of the members on the respective committees.
Apologies to those that have been excluded.

Racing Committee:
ACDC Dragon Fire

1

Chris

Wood

ACDC Dragon Fire

2

John

Holland

ACDC Goolwa River Dragons

1

Jerry

Sanders

ACDC Goolwa River Dragons
ACDC Desert Dragons

2
1

Fiona
Heather

Sanders
Graetz

ACDC Desert Dragons

2

TBA

ASA

1

Julie

Matson

ASA

2

Michele

Lennon

Adelaide Phoenix

1

Clive

Grant

Adelaide Phoenix

2

Kierney

Sieberhagen

Black Sea Dragons

1

Cheryl

Watson

Black Sea Dragons

2

Lyn

Payne

Blade Runners

1

Julie

Clinch

Blade Runners

2

Sandy

Douglas

Blue Water Raiders

1

Raelene

Fuller

Blue Water Raiders

2

Terral

Coote

Coorong Dragons

1

Sue

Jones

Coorong Dragons

2

Brigitte

Chapman

Copper Coast

1

Valda

Cooper

Copper Coast

2

Helen

Tremayne

DA - Adelaide

1

Jo

Hamlyn

DA Adelaide

2

Carol

Pascoe

DA - Port Lincoln

1

Sandra

Jansen

DA - Port Lincoln

2

Sharon

Bradbery

KIDS

1

Mary Alice

Swan

KIDS

2

Sharon

Clark

Powerblades

1

Luca

Nicolotti

Powerblades

2

Avi

Kleinburd

SADA

1

Heather

Wingard

SADA

2

Rick

French

Subsonix

1

Ronnie

Lane

Subsonix

2

Julie

Lister

Victor Dragons

1

Rob

Bowen

Victor Dragons

2

Maxine

Timbs

Vicki's Pride

1

Liz

Hunkin

Vicki's Pride

2

Sandra

Bennett

Waiwilta

1

Brian

Taylor

Waiwilta

2

John

Klopp

Water Warriors

1

Tina

Pupello

Water Warriors

2

Chris

Kelley
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Maintenance Committee:
ACDC

John Holland

ACDC

Jerry Sanders

Adelaide Phoenix

Clive Grant

Adelaide Survivors Abreast

Mary Kralj

Black Sea Dragons

Darryl Bockmann

Blade Runners

Lisa Pearson

Blue Water Raiders

Jennifer Chillingworth

Copper Coast Battle Dragons

David Hurrell

DBSA

Mick Cahill

Dragons Abreast Adelaide

Deb Elfenbein

Dragons Abreast Pt Lincoln

Sandy Jansen

Kangaroo Island Dragons

Ants Harris

Powerblades

Larry Tomes

SA Dragons Abreast Inc.

Martin Pearson

SA Dragons Abreast Inc.

Rick French

SA Dragons Abreast Inc.

Steve Cannon

Subsonix

Peter Norcliffe

Vicki's Pride DBC

Peter Duthie

Victor Dragons

Les Sharp

Waiwilta

Chris Anderson

Water Warriors

Greg Mitchell

Sweep Committee:
Ronnie Lane - Chair
Jan Bice
Steve Clinch
Dave Gillies
John Holland
Chris Kelly

Subsonix
SADA
Blade Runners
Dragons Abreast Port Lincoln
ACDC Dragon Fire
Water Warriors

High Performance:
DBSA

Vi Duong

Facilities Committee:
DBSA

John Holland
Jennifer Bould (Alt)

Promotion & Development (P&D) Committee:
DBSA

Vi Duong

Cultural Committee:
ASA

Mary Ann Holt

Mick Cahill
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
The 2019 – 2020 Season was truly a unique year. The dragon boating season began well with
minimal disruptions to scheduled events. 2020 began with Australia suffering an unprecedented
bushfire season, this natural disaster event impacted on the communities of South Australia and
challenged the future of at least one Member Club. As Australia was recovering from this
disaster we were confronted by the COVID-19 worldwide pandemic. The pandemic saw
significant losses worldwide and impacted on our way of life as the Federal and State
Governments imposed restrictions on our ability to function as usual. The Board of DBSA
continues its focus on our Strategic Plan. Each aspect of the plan is reviewed at our monthly
Board meetings. One of the six Core Business Areas is reviewed each time to ensure we are
meeting our targets and maintaining our commitments to our members.
Significant highlights for 2019 – 2020
 John Holland (ACDC & AusDBF) was awarded life membership of AusDBF, a credit to his
many years of outstanding service to the sport.
 Completion of the renovation and commissioning of the finish line caravan.
o A DBSA paddler created a vision to provide the association with a showpiece caravan
that will not only serve as a finish line but also an awesome retro vehicle to advertise
and promote the great sport of dragon boating. Darcy Knights was integral to its
completion.

As per our program agreement with the Office of Recreation, Sport & Racing I will report against
our Strategic Plan as follows.
ADMINISTRATION







The end of the 18/19 season saw several Board members step down including Chris Kelly
(Outgoing President), Tanya Mitchell and Sharon Knights. Chris Wood resigned from the
board prior to the end of the season to focus on the continuing development of her Club.
The AGM saw Mick Cahill (Powerblades), Allison Bretones (Subsonix) and Meredith Peters
(Victor Dragons) join the Board. Partway into the season Meredith Peters stood down for
personal reasons and Kat Reid was appointed. All brought a wealth of business and sporting
knowledge and have proved invaluable with the management of our association.
Jerry Sanders resigned from the Board early in the season to focus on his Club.
The position of Business Services Officer is yet to be filled, however the functions of the
position is being reviewed in line with the business requirements of DBSA.
Recently the DBSA Strategic Plan has been redrafted, part of this process was to review the
strategic plans of AusDBF and some of the other member states. The information gathered
during the last planning session has been distilled into strategic themes and incorporated
into the latest draft of the DBSA Strategic Plan. This draft has been circulated to Member
Clubs for feedback.
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In addition to the monthly Board meetings the DBSA Board has been conducting regular
Governance meetings to review the strategic documents and processes of the association.
It was decided that where AusDBF follows the policies and procedures of IDBF then DBSA
would follow suit and AusDBF policies and procedures when they suit DBSA’s business
needs. This aligns us nationally and internationally and also allowed us to reduce the number
of policies where interests are already covered by the policies of the National body.
At the conclusion of the 18/19 season the Racing Committee met and reviewed the race
category format utilised for the season (Open Age, two Seniors categories of 40+ years and
over 55’s). The Racing Committee decided to return to the traditional categories for the 19/20
season. Open age, Senior A (40+ years of age), Senior B (50+ years of age) and Senior C
(60+ years of age).

PROMOTION AND MARKETING






Our website is constantly reviewed to ensure that content remains current and relevant and
is currently being revamped by Jennifer Halman (Subsonix). DBSA is enhancing the use of
social media with regular updates from Racing Meetings posted to promote the sport of
dragon boating.
While regular media coverage is always a challenge we continue to be supported by regional
print and publicity from the Corporate Cup Challenge through the Women’s and Children’s
Health Network online newsletter.
The program for the electronic sign board to be used in the boatshed at Aquatic Reserve
has been upgraded and is available to convey important messages to members.
The Junior State Team (Dragonmites) remains popular with our younger paddlers. The
Dragonmites brochure is being redesigned and will be distributed shortly.

COACHING AND OFFICIATING





DBSA continues its commitment to provide the opportunity for members to build on their
skills. As with previous seasons we offer courses in Level 1 coaching as well as training and
accreditation in Sweeping. COVID-19 has delayed this year’s courses, however they are
now scheduled to be completed in the near future.
Senior First aid courses are run each year as the need arises. Accreditations are recorded
in Revolutionise Sport to ensure Sweeps and Coaches remain up to date.
A database is kept by AusDBF to ensure qualifications are recognised by all member states.

PARTICIPATION



The 17th Masters Games were successfully held in October 2019 at the A. M. Ramsay
Regatta Course, West Lakes
Rowing SA Regatta Course with over 970 participants. The Board received positive
feedback from all participating crews. A letter of thanks/congratulations was sent to the
organising committee:
o Sharon Knights, Tanya Mitchell, John Holland, Chris Wood, Jennifer Bould and
Steve Clinch
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The 2021 South Australian Masters Games will be held in Wallaroo and DBSA is providing
support and encouraging participation.
A well-supported Hat Regatta was held on Kangaroo Island, which was followed up by a
coaching session, by Aurora Vi Duong. The Dragon Boat Community showed its support to
the Kangaroo Island Dragons through collecting and providing financial support for their
community following the devastating bushfires.
The annual Corporate Challenge was held this year during the race day on 02 February
2020 and coordinated by Mary-Ann Holt. This event as attended and enjoyed by four (4)
Corporate Teams (CFHS, Genesis Care, Port Pirates and CFNA).
Annie Smith (Coorong Dragons) has been working with the organising committee of the
Vogalonga Down Unda event at Goolwa this year. Unfortunately COVID-19 has resulted in
a delay of this event and it has been rescheduled for Sunday 4 October 2020. Mary-Ann
Holt made the initial contact with the event organiser through ASA’s participation at the
Vogolonga event in Venice.
COVID-19 physical restrictions impacted on the ability to conduct the 19/20 State and
Australian Championships. As a consequence the Board decided that the Club of the Year
will not be awarded for both metropolitan and regional Clubs.

VOLUNTEERS








The sport of dragon boating and the success of our race days is made possible by the efforts
of many people, in particular the volunteers. Without them the ability to facilitate the sport is
not possible. On behalf of the Board I would like to extend the thanks of the entire association
for their support.
Pat Doogue facilitated a training day for volunteers in February 2020, this was attended by
many participants and well received. Pat has provided a ‘lessons learned’ paper for future
sessions.
Our annual volunteers’ function has been deferred due to COVID-19 restrictions and will be
facilitated as a ‘welcome to season’ if conditions allow.
Allison Bretones has been our Volunteer coordinator and maintained the logbooks. The
Board would like to thank Allison for her work.
Sourcing volunteers remains an issue and all Clubs have been reminded that they need to
provide a volunteer on race days.
Julie Clinch is Chair of the AusDBF Historical Committee and is in the process of completing
the history of DragonBoat SA for AusDBF’s 25th anniversary book. There will be an
electronic version on the AusDBF website. Julie will then continue to write a comprehensive
history of dragon boating in SA. This will be uploaded to the DBSA website once completed.
Assistance has also been provided by Peter Smith (SADA, DBSA Life member), Andrew
Kelly (Powerblades), Greg Bond (original ADR member), Steve Clinch (BladeRunners,
DBSA Life member) and Jennifer Bould (Life member).
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HIGH PERFORMANCE




The State Team prepared well to compete at the Australian Championships mainly due to
the hard work of Vi Duong and Julie Lister. Unfortunately, as previously reported the
Australian Championships were cancelled.
The High Performance committee will be again be sending out EOI shortly for coaches to
take up the challenge of developing our talent in the pursuit of medals in Perth 2021.
Nominations were called for a flag bearer to represent SA at the Nationals in Penrith 2020.
This honour went to Julie Lister

CONCLUSION
There have many challenges during this year as DBSA President. The support given by my
fellow Board members, Jennifer Bould, Vi Duong, Meredith Peters, Maria Darby, Allison
Bretones, Michael Cahill and Kat Reid have allowed us to overcome obstacles while striving to
make the sport of dragon boating successful in South Australia.
My heartfelt thanks go to all of them as well as John Holland who has a passion for the sport,
which is unmatched.
I would also like to thank Marie Cunningham for her support to DBSA throughout the year,
Marie’s corporate knowledge of our sport has been a great assistance.
Based on the feedback from the Office of Recreation, Sport & Racing our Board functions
extremely well and I look forward to seeing this continue on as the sport of dragon boating
moves forward.

Peter Button
DBSA President
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SECRETARY’S REPORT
Having joined the Board and being appointed to the Secretary position in December 2019,
with pleasure I submit my first Secretary’s report.
As in previous years, Marie Cunningham of Admin Focus has continued to provide
administration services to the Board: maintaining Revolutionise Sport database, formulation
and distribution of agenda and minutes for Board, Presidents’ Forums and Race Committee
meetings, membership applications and renewals, and clearance requests.
Any remaining activities have been the remit of the Secretary portfolio. I greatly admire and
appreciate Marie’s attention to detail, steadfastness, and willingness to assist me in my first
six months in the Secretary role.
This year, several beneficial administration activities have taken place:
Website refresh The Board had received feedback that the DBSA website was
cluttered and did not facilitate ease of use. A refreshed website is currently under
development, featuring engaging photographs and a visitor friendly layout.
Policy Updates The Board are undertaking a staged review of all DBSA policies, with
an aim to update and improve outdated policies, and identify any policy gaps. In
2019/20 a total of 33 policies were reviewed.
Register Creation The Board are seeking the creation of various consolidated digital
registers including past and current volunteers, volunteer training records, keys issued
to DBSA participants, Come and Try participants and trophies. These registers will be
maintained via a cloud storage system (G Drive).
G Drive Setup For some time, records have far too often remained in paper form or in
personal emails. A central DBSA Board G Drive has been setup to store all the above
registers and critical records. Maintenance of the G Drive will assist in ensuring records
are not lost as Board membership changes.
Online booking for single craft DBSA participants will soon be able to view calendars
and book single craft online.
Into the future, I would like to further encourage and support the use of digital records.
As I grow into this role, I look forward to contributing to the strategic direction of the
Association.
I sincerely thank my fellow Board members for welcoming me over the last six months, and
giving me an insight into the behind the scenes of our great sport.

Kat Reid
DBSA Secretary
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CULTURAL PORTFOLIO REPORT
I am pleased to again present this report on the Opening Ceremony – Dotting of the Eyes and
Blessing the Boats, as part of the Cultural Portfolio for the 2019/20 season.
This is my fifth year in this role, and as always I enjoy the interaction with the monks and
congregation of the Buddhist temple at Ottaway for the blessing and dotting of the eyes
ceremony at the start of each season. I now feel very comfortable in liaising with the Monks
and the various invited guests, and as such I believe the ceremony, although informal, is
enjoyed by all. The opening ceremony in September 2019 was held at West Lakes, and
although the weather wasn’t the best, good feedback was received from the invited guests.

The opening ceremony also provides the opportunity for our invited guests to interact with the
dragon boating community on an informal basis each year. It is with thanks that Mayor Claire
Boan, City of Port Adelaide Enfield, Mayor Angela Evans from City of Charles Sturt, David
Hutton (CEO, Rowing SA) along with Leah Cassidy (CEO, Sports SA) and her son Noah,
graciously accepted DBSA’s invitation to participate again in 2019. It is especially rewarding
that Noah always enjoys his involvement in the dotting of the eyes component of the
ceremony!
The format for the regatta on the day had a regional focus, and as requested by Chris Kelley,
President DBSA, the format included an additional two components - ‘The Dragon Spirit’ read
by Cassidy Burns from ACDC and Sue Pethick and Julie Metcalf from Mannum
Paddlesteamers sharing the reading of ’The Paddlers Oath’
Positive comments are always received regarding the involvement of the Buddhist community
and various guests from organisations using West Lakes, especially when there is no rain!
This ceremony is now an integral component of the whole dragon boating scene at West
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Lakes, and I know the monks look forward to performing this ceremony again one year on the
River Torrens.
The goal is still to have “Welcome to Country” joining the Buddhist community in the DBSA
opening ceremony in the anticipation that the Cultural Portfolio will one year, be that, a truly
Cultural one.
I look forward to the annual involvement of the Buddhist monks at the opening ceremony of
this year’s racing season at West Lakes, and also to the continual communication with them
in the future.

Mary-Ann Holt
Cultural Portfolio
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RACING COMMITTEE REPORT
The Racing Committee met on 12 occasions throughout the year to plan the 2019/20 and once
to plan the 2020/21 season.
Clubs continue where possible to have two delegates on this committee with meetings up to
March 2020 held at The Sailing Club or via Express Tele-Conference. The advent of COVID19 meant that the May meeting was held via Zoom which actually provided better reception
and access for regional users. At the June meeting Clubs were fortunate to meet back in
person for the first planning meeting for the next season.
Of note during the year:





























Agreed that Premiers would be a Core category and Open Age would be given a heat and
a final.
Agreed that 3 boats were needed to run a category (other than Premiers).
Anything less than 3 boats is a final, 4-6 boats is a heat and final and 7+ is a heat,
repechage and a final.
B-Grade will run regardless of team entries with a minimum of four races.
Clubs not racing competitively can ask for a Sweep/Drummer/paddler at the Captains’ &
Sweeps’ meeting first up each race day.
B-Grade should readily be able to be provided with a Sweep/Drummer for the entire
season.
Dispensation for Sweeps to be sought at each C&S meeting.
Seeding will be from the State Championships and the Task list will mimic the first race
day.
Requests for Sweeping up needed to be made at the RC meeting prior.
Agreed said requests would be considered at each meeting however Clubs reminded of
the rules in that, if there was a Senior Sweep available and paddling in a race than they
should actually be Sweeping. This was more so for Senior categories and Open Age
sweeps often needed the experience.
Mobile Coffee Bean was engaged to provide catering for the season.
Clubs responsible for looking after their assigned boats.
Encouragement given to trainee Sweeps to wear the high vis vest especially if have never
swept a 2km race.
Reminder – Clubs to have working radio with them until the end of the race day so they
can hear any calls made over this in case the PA is not working. To be also advised during
C&S meeting.
Masters Games event held in October 2019 at Scullers Reserve.
OzAsia event held 19 October 2019.
Training day held at Boatshed on 26 October for Clubs to learn how to set up a race day
Wallaroo Marina Challenge event held on 16 November.
Tatiara Masters Games event cancelled due to COVID-19.
Reminder given if there are any issues with boats and something is broken for it to be
reported and to let someone know and attempt to fix it if it belongs to your Club.
Hat Regatta held on Kangaroo Island post the devastating bushfires.
Corporate Challenge event held with four teams participating and trained by local Clubs
Reminder given that alcohol is not to be consumed at a race day until an official
announcement has been made at the end of race day advising that it was over.
First Aid course held February 2020.
Sweeps’ training course held in May 2020.
When finishing a race (at Aquatic) boats 1&2 should turn right to shore & the rest turn left
& head for shore as quickly and safely as possible.
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Suggestion – teams waiting for the next race should wait up on the walkway rather than
crowd the beach when incoming boats return.
Unqualified Teams – these should be clearly marked on the Race Draw and on the Race
Results sheet.
Unqualified teams – suggested that they should be allocated outside lanes.
Reminder given that as Clubs would generally know their team composition by the RC
meeting that dispensation should be sought at this meeting rather than on the day at the
C&S meeting. Noted however that there were often last minute changes which were
unavoidable requiring the need on the day to seek dispensation.
Agreed that decisions made at the RC meeting should not be overruled at the C&S meeting
and that it was important therefore that RC Delegates from each Club attend.
Noted again the importance of Clubs coming to the RC meeting prior instead of seeking
last minute dispensation on the day to race with either a composite crew or less than the
minimum number of paddlers allowed.
From March 2020 Mary-Ann Holt took on the role of Volunteers Coordinator from March
2020 and DBSA would produce a Position Description for this role for the next season.
Radios need to be checked and spare radio kept at the Start line. Clubs to endeavour to
supply their own radios.
Noted setting up of a race secretariat desk outside of the caravan as a first point of contact
for Clubs, Officials and Volunteers to stop unwarranted distractions worked well. Julie
Clinch created a Race Secretariat Official’s paper where issues could be documented and
addressed.
Reminded crews of the way to unload the boat which is walking down to the front of the
boat and then exiting.
State Championships and Australian Championship events cancelled due to COVID-19
Ramp safety an issue – Clubs to be mindful of this.
Race Officials Mentor Program – reminder Julie Clinch, Jennifer Bould, Chris Wood and
John Holland.
Return to Sport discussions held with Clubs and AusDBF to put a plan in place. COVID
Safe Plans enacted by Clubs and DBSA along with Risk Management plans.
Details of the online COVID Safe Sport Coach certification was circulated to Clubs and
they were encouraged to undertake this brief 30 minute course.
Early-bird period changed to 1 July – 31 Jul 2020.
Noted City of Charles Sturt would be constructing a pathway through Aquatic Reserve
from Bower Road down in front of the northern end of the lake and cutting through where
some Clubs set up the tents. They would be constructing steps down to the beach in front
of the shelter and looking at extending the path around to the southern end of the
playground equipment for cyclists to divert around on race days. Signage promoting race
day events would be set up.
Noted that from 1 July 2020 there is no exemption from DPTI for life jackets at West Lakes
and they must be worn at night by all paddlers. DPTI are now querying why this exemption
is in place and imposing a number of conditions which are being addressed by the Board.
Noted that the Council was no longer allowing two events to be held on the same course,
on the same day, unless they are held two hours’ apart.
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Season planning for 2020/21 was discussed at the June 2020 meeting. A vote was taken
on categories to be raced with Premiers, Senior A and Senior C being the preference.
State Championships date set for 28&29 March 2021 with discussion held on which venue
as there was a conflict on the 29 March with Triathlon SA. Various options were put forward
and successful outcome was both days to be held at the A.M. Ramsay Regatta Course,
West Lakes.
Composite teams paper submitted by Julie Lister (Subsonix).
The following
Recommendation was agreed upon:
o A new policy relating to Composite Crews is developed by DBSA outlining rules and
criteria for racing, cross referencing this new policy to DBSA 05 clearly outlining
those paddlers when racing in a composite crew are exempt from sections 1.6, 1.7
and 6.1 for that race.
and for the listed Criteria to be adopted subject to the removal of the last paragraph
below:
o This excludes two CBD clubs combining to create a composite team (CBD clubs
should be encouraged to recruit or offer participation / experience by all their
paddlers irrespective of experience and ability.
Agreed to revisit the clearance policy to protect regional Clubs.
Agreed that requests to form composite teams would only be considered at the RC
meeting prior and exemptions only for emergency reasons would be considered at the
Captains’ & Sweeps’ meeting on the day (ie sick Drummer needing replacement).
An issues paper related to the inconsistencies with 2km starts of timing and starting was
submitted by Neil Parker (Powerblades) and discussed. As a result the Sweep Committee
is running an inaugural 2km Race Day Rules training session in September.

Appreciation is extended to RC delegates, Clubs and various race day volunteers for their
inordinate contributions, willingness and commitment in seeing the race season being as
successful as it can.

Peter Button
DBSA President
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VOLUNTEERS PORTFOLIO REPORT
The 2019/2020 dragon boat racing season wouldn’t have been possible without the hundreds
of hours provided by our wonderful volunteers. This year our events included regattas at
Aquatic Reserve and Wallaroo, the annual Corporate Challenge and Peter Bristow Long
Course, and the Hat Regatta at Kangaroo Island. Our volunteers also supported the Charles
Sturt Council School Holiday Program, and the Australian Masters Games at Scullers
Reserve.
The Australian Masters Games was organised and run by a team of 50 volunteers, some of
whom worked for months on the organising committee to make the event extremely
successful. DBSA extends its sincere thanks to these people for their time and effort.

There are many other tasks undertaken by volunteers including boat and shed maintenance,
and this year we had two working bees at the Aquatic boat shed and Port Adelaide Sailing
Club, assisted by over a dozen volunteers.
DBSA also ran a Volunteer Training Day, presented by Jennifer Bould, Julie Clinch and Pat
Doogue. There were 39 enthusiastic volunteers who participated in workshops on the various
roles and duties of volunteers as well as use of equipment and safety considerations. We have
also completed a training matrix which involves identifying what a race day volunteer must
know, and the knowledge and skills required for each role.
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Unfortunately we were unable to thank our volunteers in the usual way with a lunch or dinner
this year, as the COVID 19 restrictions prohibited it. However, we do plan to have one in the
near future once we are able to have large events, and then DBSA will be able to award those
volunteers who had given 10 years and 5 years of service with recognition pins.
DBSA extends a big ‘thank you’ to all our volunteers, new and returning, this season, and we
hope you will join us again for what is shaping up to be an interesting new year in dragon
boating!

Allison Bretones
DBSA Volunteer Portfolio
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MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE REPORT
Season 2019/2020 saw a large volume of work undertaken by members of our paddling
community. A summary of highlights is listed below.
- Completion of finish line caravan
- Upgrade and replacement of Start/Finish Buoys
- Working Bees at Aquatic/Sailing club
- Fibreglass repairs to heads and tails
- Repairs to trolleys
- Repairs to boats
- General maintenance to storage facilities at Aquatic and Port Adelaide
Much of this work is carried out behind the scenes and often occurs without public recognition.
There were approximately sixty people involved in maintaining Association assets over the
course of the last race season. I would like to collectively acknowledge the efforts of these
individuals and respective clubs for their involvement.
There are a few individuals that require noteworthy mentions. These individuals have
undertaken or arranged specialised tasks, conducted research and provided feedback on high
priority maintenance issues, or volunteered considerable time and expertise.
John Holland
Jerry Sanders
Pat Doogue
Marie Holt
Darryl Bockmann
Valerian Kuznetsov
Larry Tomes
Steve Clinch
Julie Clinch
Peter Button
For any association comprised of volunteers, it is often complex to coordinate time and
resources to undertake any preventative and reactionary maintenance. DBSA has been
extremely fortunate and are grateful for the team assembled last year. I am looking forward to
working with these individuals over the coming season, should they choose to remain in this
role.
Our maintenance representatives for 2019/2020 were:
ACDC
John Holland
ACDC
Jerry Sanders
Adelaide Phoenix
Clive Grant
Adelaide Survivors Abreast
Mary Kralj
Black Sea Dragons
Darryl Bockmann
Blade Runners
Lisa Pearson
Blue Water Raiders
Jennifer Chillingworth
Copper Coast Battle DragonsDavid Hurrell
Dragons Abreast Adelaide
Deb Elfenbein
Dragons Abreast Pt Lincoln
Sandy Jansen
Kangaroo Island Dragons
Ants Harris
Powerblades
Larry Tomes
SA Dragons Abreast Inc.
Martin Pearson
SA Dragons Abreast Inc.
Rick French
SA Dragons Abreast Inc.
Steve Cannon
Subsonix
Peter Norcliffe
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Vicki's Pride DBC
Victor Dragons
Waiwilta
Water Warriors

Peter Duthie
Les Sharp
Chris Anderson
Greg Mitchell

To our regional members, we would like to extend our appreciation to you for the works you
have carried out at your facility and on your assets.
I would also like to acknowledge the Charles Sturt Council for their work in maintaining the
facility at Aquatic. Any maintenance request was promptly followed up and completed within
five days.
Looking forward, there is a good body of work to keep us occupied. The following task list
identifies some of the priorities to be addressed:






engage contractor to maintain our mobile fleet (trailers, caravan and motor boat)
load test lifting equipment at Aquatic and Port Adelaide
install new seat retainers on 20s boats
ongoing fibreglass repairs
reactive/preventative maintenance schedules

We will be looking to appoint a Head of Maintenance from our maintenance representatives
to coordinate tasks and provide cost estimates for repairs. Below is a sample of the
requirements which will be beneficial to this role.






knowledge or interest in scheduling
knowledge or interesting in providing estimates
good communications
self motivated
… and of course time.

Volunteers are the lifeblood in any grass-roots sport. Without these remarkable individuals,
the sport cannot grow. I have been privileged to work with such individuals this season. I have
drawn on their depth of knowledge and skill set and am grateful for their contribution.
Again, I wish to thank and commend to the association the maintenance team of 2019/2020.

Michael Cahill
Maintenance Committee Chair
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SWEEP COMMITTEE REPORT
The DBSA Sweep Committee was unchanged from the prior year, consisting of:
Ronnie Lane - Chairperson
Jan Bice
Steve Clinch
Dave Gillies
John Holland
Chris Kelly

Subsonix
SADA
Blade Runners
Dragons Abreast Port Lincoln
ACDC Dragon Fire
Water Warriors

Throughout the year we have continued in our roles of training, advising and assessing. One
of our key roles this year was the aim of increasing the level of competency of our sweeps,
and how to keep their accreditation. Information was sent out to all sweeps with a reminder
of their responsibilities and encouraging them to practise their race skills in their club training
sessions. This is ongoing as we still believe that the standard of our sweeps can be improved.
We have introduced a new system for the recording of data for those wishing to progress from
Level 2 to Level 3 to become a fully accredited sweep. The procedure was announced at the
beginning of the season and sent to all clubs; & this has resulted in a number of members
attaining Level 3 this season.
We had scheduled three training courses for members to attend:
-

30th September 2019
7th December 2019
10th May 2020

Unfortunately there was insufficient interest for the September course to run, and the May
course had to be cancelled due to the restrictions as a result of the COVID19 pandemic.
Hence it has been a fairly quiet year in terms of new trainees.
In November 2019 a trial course was run with the new “Sweep and Drumming Workshop” as
issued by AUSDBF. This proved successful; hence it was added to the December course &
will be included in all future training courses.
The December Course consisted of members from the regional clubs wishing to learn to
sweep. We continue to encourage and support these clubs as we appreciate they often
struggle with the sweep requirements.
RevSport is being updated regularly with the renewals of Sweeps First Aid Certificates.
Automatic reminders are being sent direct from RevSport as &when the expiry dates fall due
(60 days’ notice is given).
The AUSDBF Rules of Racing were updated as at September 2019 which included changes
to the 2km turn race with the introduction of a turn corridor marked by a set of buoys on the
turns. This was communicated to members, in particular sweeps, with emphasis for sweeps
to note the 2m clear rule and practise this in their training sessions.
We look forward to returning to the water & having a successful 2020-21 season.

Ronnie Lane
DBSA Sweep Committee - Chair
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HIGH PERFORMANCE REPORT
National Team Representation


World Championships
Eleven SA paddlers proudly represented Australia at the 14th IDBF World Dragon Boat
Racing Championships in Thailand (20-25 August 2019). Six members were first time
inductees into the Auroras. This was also the first time that South Australia had junior
members selected.
The SA Auroras were Finn Coleman, Jackson Petkovic, Cassidy Burns, Bryan Buttery,
Karen Graetz, Jeremy Sanders, Julie Lister, Sue Bockmann, Sue Wilson, Marcel Kucmierz
and Vi Duong.



Asian Championships
Five DBSA members tried out for the 2020 Asian Championships to be held in Hong Kong
in November. The following paddlers were invited to the Auroras selection camp in
September:
Linda Parker, Katherine Reid, Raylene Sutton, Gary Gillies and Vi Duong.
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State Team Representation
Due to the COVID19 restrictions, the 2020 Australian Championships in NSW (scheduled for
April) were cancelled. South Australia had entered the following categories:


Senior A and Senior B Women 10s, Senior A and Senior B Open 10s, Senior A and Senior
B Mixed 20s, Senior C Women 10s and U18 Open 10s.

State coaches: John Holland (U18), Julie Lister(Senior B/C) and Vi Duong(Open/Senior A)

Manager:

Captains:

Ronnie Lane

U18

Cassidy Burns

Senior A

Willy Paku & Leigh-Ann Hendy

Senior B

Susan Berman & Jeremy Sanders

Senior C

Denise Schinella

Flag Bearer:

Vi Duong
High Performance Chair

Julie Lister
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PARTICIPATION & DEVELOPMENT REPORT
Corporate events
DBSA is proactive in attracting new people to the sport. A number of corporate events were
held throughout the season.
The following regattas were organised along with corporate teams participating:


OzAsia Festival (October 2019)
Held on the Torrens River in conjunctions with OzAsia Festival, this event was organised
by ACDC. There were two corporate 20’s crews competing. Teams received several
training sessions leading up to the event by John Holland, Chris Wood and Tony Morbidelli.



The Wallaroo Challenge (November 2019)
Copper Coast Battle Dragons organised and coached four corporate 10s crews for this
event. On the day, members from other Clubs also volunteered to sweep, drum and
paddle with corporate crews.



2020 Dragon Boat Corporate Cup Challenge (February 2020)
This regatta was organised by ASA and was well supported by all clubs. Teams received
coaching by ASA, SADA, Powerblades and Water Warriors. Categories offered were
Women 10s, Open 10s and Mixed 10s. There were 4-6 crews in each category. Trophies
were presented to the winners of each category.
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Regional Coaching
This season DBSA also sent coaches to Port Lincoln, Kangaroo Island and Wallaroo to run
training sessions. This proved to be very popular and much appreciated by regional members.
School events
DBSA helped the Department of education with the annual Western Zone School Sports
Carnival in October 2019. This was promoted to local High Schools only. The event was a
success despite the hot weather conditions, which saw 2 schools cancelled on the day. Over
120 students from 6 schools participated. We had 8 Boats on the water with assistance of 28
volunteers. There is talk of extending invitations to schools outside the western zone in the
future.
Each year, DBSA run a 2day school holiday come and try for primary school aged children.
Each day saw over 40 children in attendances. These events were organised by the locals
council and Junior coach John Holland.
Come and try events
Throughout the season individual clubs organise “Come and Try” events to attract new
members. New people to the sports are also allowed up to 4 free training sessions with
prospective clubs before Joining.
DBSA also runs Dragon Boat excursions for schools and team building events for various
associations. We are grateful to have DBSA participants who are willing give up their time to
volunteer at these events.
Junior Development
A separate report is provided by junior state coach John Holland.
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JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT REPORT
ACDC is currently the only club in South Australia with a junior crew and they regularly
compete in the DBSA regatta season. Currently the club has thirteen juniors on their roster
and prior to the Covid-19 shutdown had several prospective members ready to try out.
These thirteen juniors provide the bulk of the State junior crew – the Dragonmites. The
Dragonmites were registered to compete at AusChamps in Penrith but unfortunately, due to
Covid-19 the event was cancelled and they were unable to showcase their improved
performance – it would have been the second year that they would have competed at
AusChamps and their prospects were looking good.
Earlier in the year three of the crew had qualified for the Aurora junior crew and represented
Australia at the World Dragon Boat Championships in Thailand – Cassidy Burns, Finn
Coleman and Jackson Petkovic thoroughly deserved the success they enjoyed in Thailand
and are great ambassadors for junior dragon boating in SA.

We continue to run the School Holiday programs through the Charles Sturt Council and this
has been the main recruitment avenue for juniors. The sessions we run with Mt Carmel and
Portside schools have raised awareness of our sport but not resulted in new members.
There are a few junior members in other clubs but for some reason they are not interested in
participating in the DBSA junior program.
One of our current juniors is planning to complete the next level 1 Coaching Course and is
keen to work with the Dragonmites – hopefully this may encourage more juniors to try out for
the Dragonmites.
We all need to keep up the efforts to recruit juniors and it would be great to get more
youngsters providing competition at our regattas.
The inclusion of juniors in a club can prove very rewarding – some seem to shy away from it
for various reasons but from personal experience I can confirm that the benefits far outweigh
any perceived problems. Family groups can participate together and the juniors can certainly
bring in some fresh perspectives to the group and they certainly bring value to the crew.
I can only encourage other clubs to embrace the junior concept and I am happy to assist
wherever required.
John Holland
DBSA Life Member
Junior Development – DBSA
Dragonmites Coach
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AUSTRALIAN MASTERS GAMES ADELAIDE 2019
DRAGON BOAT EVENT – 10th -12th October
In late 2018 the planning commenced for the Australian Masters Games (AMG) Dragon Boat
event in Adelaide during October 2019. The organising committee was John Holland, Sharon
Knights, Tanya Mitchell, Chris Wood, Steve Clinch and Jennifer Bould and over the twelvemonth preparation time regular meetings were held and the AMG critical tasks completed as
they were due.

The initial venue for the event was to be the Torrens but as we became aware of the likely
numbers attending, we moved it to Aquatic Reserve, West Lakes. Plans were put in place and
permits obtained and we then became aware that attendances were predicted to be over
double the number we were planning for. This was a good predicament but necessitated
another change of venue and we set about planning for Scullers Reserve at West Lakes. The
council had recently renewed the area and with steps having been installed and the grass now
irrigated it made a very attractive yet compact race site and we were able to fit in the required
competitor tents and course infrastructure.
With the numbers attending expected to be over 1,000 it would be the largest Masters Games
event in Adelaide for 2019 and the largest Dragon Boat event in the Masters Games to date.
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CREWS PER CATEGORY
SENIOR A - 10

OPEN
17

WOMEN
21

MIXED
16

SENIOR A - 20

11

9

10

SENIOR B - 10

22

30

18

SENIOR B - 20

13

13

10

SENIOR C - 10

17

26

14

BCS - 10

12

BCS - 20

6

The course accommodates nine lanes and in many heats we needed to use the nine – to
enable us to fit in the number of races required we used 2 sets of nine boats and races were
held at 8 minute intervals – 114 races over the 2 days and we finished on time each day!

The volunteers did a marvellous job in keeping to the schedule and we were very fortunate to
have the services of several highly experienced officials from interstate leading Marshalling,
Boat Loading and Course Umpiring.
The event was an outstanding success both from the Competitors perspective and as a
showcase for our sport in SA – The interstate competitors were extremely complimentary of
the whole organisation and the reputation for providing quality events in SA was maintained.
John Holland
Chair – AMG Dragon Boat Organising Committee
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PROMOTIONAL REPORT
In the promotion of dragon boating, the DBSA Board has once again supported multiple youth
activities and school holiday programs, with some unfortunately cancelled due to COVID-19.

EVENTS

DATES

DBSA Regatta Season 2019/20

September – March
(cancelled early due to COVID-19)
10-12 October 2019

Australian Masters Games
(Scullers Reserve)
Charles Sturt Council – School holiday program
(Aquatic Reserve)
Oz Asia / Chinese Community Regatta
(River Torrens)
Corporate Challenge
(Aquatic Reserve)
Hat Regatta
(Kangaroo Island)

October 2019
19 October 2019
02 February 2020
08 February 2020

Support for regional clubs
Mentoring, training, Sweeps’ accreditation and regional event support and participation
continues.
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Australian Masters Games
What an event this was at Scullers Reserve in October 2019 with plenty of publicity, plenty of
Clubs and spectators! Teams came from around the country and overseas to participate.
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Corporate teams
Corporate teams were trained up by various Clubs for the annual Corporate Challenge event
held in February.

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/Dragonboatsa/
The DBSA Board continues to use Facebook to update members and promote dragon boat
events, training, regattas and come and try opportunities to the dragon boat community.
Please continue to tag @Dragonboatsa and share your team activities and memories to
promote the sport of dragon boating.
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